DeepAlert Connect
AI FALSE ALARM FILTERING SOLUTION

DeepAlert’s powerful AI false alarm
ﬁltering service for your monitoring
system! Dramatically reduce false alarms
and improve your monitoring
performance with DeepAlert Connect!

DeepAlert Connect
FALSE ALARM FILTERING
False alarms can seriously impact the eﬃciency of
monitoring operations and the ability to scale your
operations. DeepAlert’s AI false alarm ﬁltering
service accurately veriﬁes alarms, by detecting what
caused the alarm whether a human or vehicle and
ignoring all other causes. The result: better morale
of monitoring staﬀ, less complacency and improved
monitoring accuracy and speed.

ACCURATE DETECTION IN CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS
Low lighting conditions, long distances from the camera and poor weather conditions
are no match for DeepAlert’s powerful algorithms. Triggers from rain, foliage movement,
spider webs and pet/livestock movement are ignored and people or vehicles are
detected even at long distances with poor contrast.
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DeepAlert Connect

SIGNIFICANTLY FEWER ALERTS
Your interface is familiar to your operators. Keep it that
way! Simply connect DeepAlert to your interface and
enjoy signiﬁcantly less false alarms and handle the “true”
alarms as before. No need for any operator retraining.

A QUALITY SERVICE
CONFIGURED TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
DeepAlert’s management interface enables you to conﬁgure settings to
reduce false alarms:

‣‣
‣‣

Multiple exclusion zones per ﬁeld of view
Diﬀerent exclusion zones per schedule e.g. day and night
Schedules for alarming
A system conﬁdence level threshold

ENABLE “CO-MONITORING”
- ALERTS ON MOBILE PHONE
AS WELL AS IN THE CONTROL ROOM
Conﬁgure DeepAlert to deliver alerts to your client’s mobile
phone using the Telegram app. The video clip or images of the
alert appear with metadata enabling your client to view alerts and
respond accordingly. On-site guards can be alerted immediately
on their mobile phone enabling an immediate response.
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DeepAlert Connect
MANAGE THE PERFORMANCE OF INSTALLERS
AND EXPECTATIONS OF CLIENTS
DeepAlert’s organisational structure of the system enables reports to be
generated per group. Conﬁgure groups by client or installer. Provide
automated, instant notiﬁcations to installers when their installations are
oﬀ-line. Use scheduled reports of delinquent sites to manage installers
performance and client’s expectations. DeepAlert Connect’s powerful reporting
capabilities ensure better control of your monitoring operations.

AN EVER-IMPROVING SYSTEM
The DeepAlert system is a global system that is constantly
improving through regular iterations of training. On the
management interface, you have visibility of the images
“ignored” and you can “train” the system by ﬂagging
“incorrect” alerts and improve the system for all!

COST EFFECTIVE SERVICE
The DeepAlert false alarm ﬁltering service can be selected per
camera ensuring that you get maximum utility for the service
by selecting your most “troublesome” (highly alerting) cameras.
DeepAlert Connect is very competitively priced and scalable.
There is no contract lock-in and no minimum number of
cameras required for the service.

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
Connect cameras to your video management system via the DeepAlert
management interface or select the AI Video Analytics service from within your
Alarm Receiving System such as Immix and Sentinel.
Either deployment is simple and can be done remotely.
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Accurate

Affordable

Reliable

www.deepalert.ai | sales@deepalert.ai | +27 212 017 111

